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Viewing/perusing tips:
1.Throughout the bulk
of this book, the
format is a two-page
spread (chart-style);
it's important to use
the two-page (sideby-side) view in these
two sections: pages
32-81; and 84-199
(even # pages on the
left side, odds on the
right; read across the
5 columns).
2. Remember that
with most PDF
viewers, you have the
option of zooming in/
magnifying the text.
3. If you want to skip
around the publication
to check out the
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Basic Premise: Only those who believe that all
Biblical prophecy HAS been fulfilled, and the
everlasting kingdom of Christ HAS been put in place
(dating back to AD70), and is now -- and ever will
be, expanding -- can truly claim to take Christ at His
word on the "last things."
This past-in-fulfillment view is called preterism, and
it's the essential last puzzle piece that the Christian
church needs to complete the picture of the
revealed "whole counsel of God" (Acts 20:27). The
salvation of any individual does NOT depend on a
proper eschatological position, but the sober fact of
the matter is that if Jesus Christ in any way misled
people -- through intentional deception OR mere
ignorance -- on end-times teachings (or ANYTHING
else), he was NOT the sinless, perfect savior he
purported to be, and salvation exists for no one.
However, we know that because GOD can NOT lie
(Titus 1:2, Heb 6:18, etc.), and Jesus Christ IS truly
God, He DID tell the absolute truth at all times on
all things, from the first (Creation), all the way
through to the last (the end of the age that was,
and the beginning of the endless age that was to
come).
It's high time for the vast majority of professing
Christians (especially careless "leaders") to
abandon their ever-failing futurist eschatological
schemes, and turn their full attention to what Christ
and His hand-picked, Holy Spirit-inspired apostles
said and wrote about "the end" as it's defined by
God's Word, and not by the fevered imaginings of
sinful, finite creatures. A NEW REFORMATION in
last-things doctrine is what is sorely needed for
today's Christian church on earth to flourish. NO
innovation required, needed, or permitted; just
believe that what GOD says is true, and let every
mere man be a liar (Rom 3:4). THAT is the only way
forward!
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handling of various
Bible passages, it
might save time to
print out a hard copy
of the 9-page
Scripture Index (A3A11 in the book).

or, "OUT-OF THE WAY SYSTEMS" (2014)

OS Cutout (Vol. III chart-form excerpts)
Trutholio 2016 Reformed-Preterist bundle (18 essays)
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Generally, what to
expect on this page:
1. Links to truthtellers on the issue of
Biblically-faithful
eschatology (study of
"the last things" or
"end-times")
+++++++ RIGHT
HERE IS THE BEST
LINK, BY FAR:
www.preterist.org
(IPA, Ed Stevens)
2. Truth-telling book
recommendations
3. My own Biblicallyinformed perspective,
aided by those named
above
+++Here's one of
my recent (short)
works that
provides some
"clues" to my
perspective:
(13-page PDF, 144k)
Creationist
Organization Criticism
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